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Abstract. Knowledge graphs are playing an increasingly important role
for many search tasks such as entity search, question answering, etc.
Although there are millions of entities and thousands of relations in
many existing knowledge graphs such as Freebase and DBpedia, they
are still far from complete. Previous approaches to complete knowledge
graphs are either factor decomposition based methods or machine learn-
ing based ones. We propose a complementary approach that estimates
the likelihood of a triple existing based on similarity measure of enti-
ties and some common semantic patterns of the entities. Such a way of
triple estimation is very effective which exploits the semantic contexts of
entities. Experimental results demonstrate that our model achieves sig-
nificant improvements on knowledge graph completion compared with
the state-of-art techniques.

Keywords: Knowledge graph completion · Entity semantic similarity ·
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1 Introduction

In recent years, a number of large-scale knowledge graphs such as DBPedia [1],
Freebase [2] and YAGO2 [22] have been created. Some (e.g., Googles Knowl-
edge Graph and Microsoft Bings Satori) have been applied in search engines
to support important search tasks such as entity search and question answer-
ing. Facts in those knowledge graphs are usually expressed in the form of triple
< subject, predicate, object > (denoted as < s, p, o > in short). Although many
of these open domain knowledge graphs are very huge in terms of massive enti-
ties and relations contained, they are still incomplete on both entities and their
relations. For example, 75 % persons in Freebase lack nationality information [4].
This somehow affects the wide and effective applications of knowledge graphs.
Therefore, the study on knowledge graph completion is important and necessary.

Knowledge graph completion can be generally described as to estimate the
probability of a triple < s, p, o > which do not appear in a knowledge graph,
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given s, p, and o existing individually in the knowledge graph. Traditionally, peo-
ple address this problem by building models to predict a triple using the whole
facts of the knowledge graph. A number of tensor-based methods have been
recently proposed [5,6,9,17,18] in which the knowledge graph is modeled as a
tensor. Triple prediction is then achieved through the factorization of adjacent
tensor. Existing triples in knowledge graphs are treated as positive examples, and
those non-existing triples are treated as negative ones according to closed-world
assumption. However, it is observed [9] that the closed-world assumption is inap-
propriate. Krompass et al. [9] therefore propose a local closed-world assumption
which improves the prediction accuracy.

Another fold of approaches for knowledge graph completion is to convert
both entities and relations of the knowledge graph into low-dimensional vectors
[3,11,12,21,25]. Since TransE does not work well for 1-to-N, N-to-1 and N-to-N
relations , other methods such as TransH [25], TransR [12] and PTransE [11] are
also proposed in this stream of work. However, both tensor-based approaches
and vector-based approaches rely on the training data that may be hard to
achieve (for negatives). Moreover, the implicit nature of such approaches makes
it hard to debug why they do not work well for entities and relations of particular
domains.

In this paper, we propose a model to effectively estimate the likelihood of a
triple < s, p, o > according to the semantic contexts of s and o. The intuition
of the proposed solution is “If s is similar with s′ and < s′, p, o > exists, then
it is likely that < s, p, o > may also exist. Similarly, if o is similar with o′ and
< s, p, o′ > exists, then it is likely that < s, p, o > may also exist.” The problem
is then how to effectively define the similarity between entities based on their
semantic contexts, and how to estimate a triple based on the similarity measures
of entities. The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:

– We propose a similarity measure of two entities based on their semantic con-
texts.

– We design an effective model to estimate the likelihood of a missing triple.
– We conduct extensive experiments on two public datasets. The results show

that the proposed model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art tech-
niques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives a related work
study. Section 3 introduces the solution. Experimental study is given in Sect. 4,
followed by the conclusion given in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

There are three typical representation models for knowledge graphs: graph based
model, tensor based model and low-dimension vector model. The first one sim-
ply treat the whole knowledge graph as a graph. The intuition of our model is
inspired by SimRank [8]. However, SimRank does not take semantic contexts into
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account when evaluating the similarities of entities. It merely computes the sim-
ilarity score between two objects based on the topology structure of the graph.
Moreover, the computational complexity of SimRank is quite expensive. Tong
et al. [24] propose an efficient algorithm for SimRank. However, the relations
among entities are still ignored. There are also some related studies considering
the labels of edges/paths when evaluating the similarity of entities [7,13,23]. For
example, Sun et al. [23] propose a measure named PathSim to evaluate the simi-
larity between two entities under a certain semantic path. However, users should
specify the paths in advance which is not suitable for knowledge graph with
the abundant types of relations and entities. Another work PRA [10] employs
relation paths for inference on knowledge graphs. It has beed applied in Knowl-
edgeVault [4].

Tensor based model regard a knowledge graph as a tensor. A score for none
existing triples in a given knowledge graph could be obtained through the tensor
factorization algorithms in [5,6,9,17,18]. Take RESCAL [17] as an example,
knowledge graph is modelled as a tensor. Two ways refer to the entities, the
other way to the relations. When a triple < s, p, o > holds in knowledge graph,
the value corresponding to s, p, o is 1, and 0 otherwise. RESCAL decompose
the tensor into a matrix and a low-dimension core tensor. They can be used to
do link prediction. Unfortunately, the computational cost is too high and the
memory requirements are also high especially for knowledge graph with millions
of entities and thousands of relations.

Recently, with the development of representation learning, a lot of works
[3,11,12,21,25] regard both entities and relations in knowledge graph as a low-
dimensional vector. All these work are inspired by [14]. Take TransE [3] as an
example. The learning score function of TransE is

f(s, p, o) = ||s + p − o||22 (1)

To learn vector representation for the entities and relations in knowledge graph,
TransE minimize f(s, p, o) if the triple < s, p, o > exists, and maximize otherwise.
The relations could be classified into four classes. A given relation is 1-to-1 if
a subject entity can map to at most one object, such as capital, spouse. 1-to-
N means a subject could map to many objects. N-to-1 means many subjects
could map to the same one object, such as birthplace. N-to-N means many
subjects could map to many objects, such as starring. TransE works well to
1-to-1 relations but is not suitable for 1-to-N, N-to-1 and N-to-N relations. The
reason is that replacing subject or object to generate negative examples is valid
only for 1-to-1 relations.

Both tensor-based approaches and vector-based approaches need to construct
a model using the whole graph, which becomes very expensive once the graph
reaches certain size. What is more, some work such as [21] requires to build a
model for each relation. Moreover, the interpretability of these methods are not
strong since all the reasoning mechanism is implicit.

Another family of knowledge graph completion solutions are based on induc-
tive logic programming. Various inductive logic programming methods such as
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FOIL [19], Progol [16] and Claudien [20] can be applied. For example, FOIL
learns Horn clauses which cover all positive examples but none negative ones.
Due to the huge search space, the computational complexity is extremely high.

3 Our Model

3.1 The Basic Idea

An knowledge graph is a directed edge-labeled graph denoted as K =
{E,U,L, τ}, where (1) E is an entity set, (2) U ⊆ E × E is a set of directed
edges, (3) L is a set of edge labels (predicates), and (4) τ : U → L is a mapping
function defines the mappings from the edges to the labels. Each label represents
a relation between two entities. For example, τ(s, e) → l (also can be represented
as an triple < s, l, e >), where s ∈ E, e ∈ E, l ∈ L, < s, e >∈ U , means that
there is a relation, the predicate l, between entities s and e. We use l−1 to repre-
sent the reverse relation of the label l. For example, a triple < s, l, e > can also
be represented as another triple < e, l−1, s >.

To evaluate the likelihood of a triple < s, p, o >, the basic idea is to use local
semantic contexts determined by < s, p, o >. Specifically, to evaluate whether s
satisfies a pattern < x, p, o >, we will compute the similarity of entities satisfying
pattern < x, p, o > with the entity s. The higher the similarity, the more likelihood
that the fact < s, p, o > holds. Similarly, to evaluate whether o satisfies a pattern
< s, p, x >, we will compute the similarity of entities satisfying pattern < s, p, x >
with the entity o. To be more specific, in the running example of Fig. 1, to estimate
the probability of fact < Catch Me If Y ou Can, starring, Tom Hanks >, we
compare the similarities between Catch Me If Y ou Can and the other movies
where Tom Hanks played in. On the other way, we also compare Tom Hanks
with other actors played in Catch Me If Y ou Can. The greater the similarity,
the more likely Tom Hanks played in Catch Me If Y ou Can.

Fig. 1. A running example

To facilitate the introduction of our solution, we first give some relevant
definitions as follows.
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3.2 Definitions of Common Semantic Pattern

Given two entities, if they are similar, there must be a few of common features
shared between them. For example, Forrest Gump and The Terminal, we say
they are similar because they are films in which Tom Hanks played. We apply
the concept semantic pattern to define such common features.

Definition 1 (Semantic Pattern). A semantic pattern in a knowledge graph
K is composed of an anchor entity node ea, and a predicate p. It is denoted as
π = ea : p.

A semantic pattern (SP) is used to represent a set of target entities (defined
in the Definition 2) having the relation p with the same anchor entity ea. For
example, to express the movies where Tom Hanks played a role, we can utilize
the semantic pattern π1 = Tom Hanks : starring−1, where Tom Hanks is the
anchor entity, and the predicate starring−1 is the relation between the target
entities of π1 and the anchor entity Tom Hanks. Note that −1 indicates the
direction of relation (predicate) where the anchor entity serves as an object.
Another semantic pattern π2 = Movie : type−1 means a set of entities whose
type is Movie. A semantic pattern exhibits the common feature of the target
entities.

Definition 2 (Target entity). If an entity e has a relation p with the anchor
entity ea. We say e is a target entity of π = ea : p which is denoted as e |= π.

The set of target entities of a semantic pattern π = ea : p is denoted as
E(π) = {e|e |= π}. For example, the set E(π1)={Catch Me If Y ou Can,
Saving Private Ryan, Forrest Gump} in the running example of Fig. 1.

Actually, each entity in knowledge graphs may satisfy many semantic pat-
terns. For example, in the Fig. 1, Tom Hanks |= π3, Tom Hanks |= π4,
Tom Hanks |= π5, Tom Hanks |= π6, Tom Hanks |= π7 where π3 =
Forrest Gump : starring, π4 = Actor : type−1, π5 = United States :
birthplace−1, π6 = The Terminal : starring, π7 = Saving Private Ryan :
starring. We use Φ(e) to represent the set of semantic patterns where the entity
e satisifies and Φ(Tom Hanks) = {π3, π4, π5, π6, π7}.

If two entities satisfy the same semantic pattern, they will be similar
with each other to some extent. However, if they do not have any common
semantic pattern, they may also be similar with each other. For example,
Steven Spielberg and Robert Zemeckis are similar because Robert Zemeckis
directed Forrest Gump and Steven Spielberg directed The Terminal, and the
two movies have the same actor Tom Hanks. That is to say, Forrest Gump and
The Terminal are similar and the similarity propagate to Steven Spielberg and
Robert Zemeckis.

With the above definitions, an important issue is then how to define the sim-
ilarity between entities, based on the semantic contexts determined by common
semantic patterns.

To facilitate the understanding of the concepts and solution, we show some
frequently used notations in Table 1.
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Table 1. Frequently used notations

Notation Description

K = {E, U, L, τ} A knowledge graph

π = ea : p A semantic pattern where ea is an anchor entity and p is a
(directed) predicate

E(π) = {e|e |= π} The set of target entities satisfying the semantic pattern π

Φ(e) The set of semantic patterns where the entity e satisifies

P (e) The set of predicates of the entity e

sims(a, b) The direct similarity score of two entities determined by SP

simp(a, b) The propagated similarity score of two entities

3.3 Similarity of Entities

The semantic similarity of two entities consists of two parts: one is acquired by
their common semantic patterns denoted as sims(a, b); and the other is propa-
gated through the same relation from the similar entities denoted as simp(a, b).

With respect to sims(a, b), the more common semantic patterns shared by
entity a and b, the more similarity they will have. However, the weight of each
common semantic pattern is different. Borrowing the idea of inverse document
frequency in information retrieval, we term it as inverse semantic pattern fre-
quency. The idea is that general semantic patterns are not as useful as non-
frequent semantic patterns in computing the similarities of entities. We define
the weight of an semantic pattern π as 1

log(1+|E(π)|) where |E(π)| is the number
of target entities of π. Note that for each semantic patterns π in the knowledge
graphs, |E(π)| > 1.

sims(a, b) =

∑

π∈(Φ(a)∩Φ(b))

1
log(1+|E(π)|)

√|Φ(a)||Φ(b)| (2)

Besides the direct similarity determined by local semantic contexts of entities,
we need also measure the propagated similarity of entities, which is defined as:

simp(a, b) =
∑

p∈(P (a)∩P (b))

∑

a′|=a:p

∑

b′|=b:p

sims(a′, b′)

|E(a : p)||E(b : p)| (3)

where P (a) and P (b) are sets of predicates of a and b respectively. According to
the definition, the propagated similarity is aggregated from pairs of entities that
share the same predicate to the two entities a and b.

Finally, the similarity between two entities is evaluated as the weighted sum
of the two parts:

sim(a, b) = α · sims(a, b) + (1 − α) · simp(a, b) (4)

where α is the parameter tuning the weight.
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3.4 The Overall Solution

Our goal is to obtain the likelihood of a triple < s, p, o >. The intuition of our
method is to calculate the similarity between entity s and other entities s′ who
has a relation p with o, which means s′ |= o : p−1. We also take into account
of the similarity between o and o′ which has a relation p with s, which means
o′ |= s : p. Finally, we define the probability from two directions of a triple,
by considering the likelihood of s |= o : p−1, as well as that of o |= s : p. For
evaluating the probability score of a triple < s, p, o >, we optimistically choose
the maximal similarity score computed from the two directions.

score(< s, p, o >) = β · max
o′∈E(s:p)

sim(o′, o) + (1 − β) · max
s′∈E(o:p−1)

sim(s′, s) (5)

which is also a weighted sum (determined by the parameter β) of the two parts.
Note that the likelihood of a triplet is not normalized, which does not affect the
effectiveness of triple prediction because it is a relative measure. We denote our
method as LSCS for short.

4 Experiments

Our model is evaluated on two widely used knowledge graphs: WordNet [15] and
Freebase [2]. We adopt three datasets (their statistics are given in Table 2) and
conduct three tasks to evaluate our model.

Table 2. Statistics of the data sets

Dataset #Relation #Entities #Train #Test

FB15K 1,345 14,951 483,142 59,071

FB13 13 75,043 316,232 23,733

WN11 11 38,696 112,581 10,544

4.1 Experimental Setup

Data Sets Description

Wordnet. This knowledge graph can be seen as a combination of dictionary and
thesaurus. The entities (called synsets) correspond to word senses, and the rela-
tions between entities represent lexical relations between them, such as hyper-
nym, hyponym and meronym. We utilize WN11 used in [12,21] which contains
11 relation types.

Freebase. Freebase is a large and growing collaborative knowledge base
which provides general facts of the world. There are currently around 3.1
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billion facts (triplets) and more than 80 million entities. For instance, <
albert einstein, spouse,mileva maric > means the relation between entity
albert einstein and entity mileva maric is spouse. We apply FB13 used in
[12,21] and FB15K used in [3,11,12] as two data sets. For FB13, all the subjects
are from people domain and 13 relations are extracted while only 7 appear in
the testing data.

Baselines

We apply 5 baselines for comparison with our model. Among them, we use the
code provided by the authors for TransR, TransE and PTransE. All of them
consider the knowledge graph as a continuous vector space meanwhile the rela-
tions and entities are transformed into low-dimension vectors. We utilize the
best configuration supplied by the paper [3,11,12]. Simultaneously, we compare
with other entity similarity model including SimRank [8] and PathSim [23]. For
SimRank we use a decay factor C = 0.8 and for PathSim we explore all possible
paths.

Metrics

The metrics adopted for evaluation include: accuracy for the triple classification
task, the mean rank and hits@10 for entity prediction. We consider hits@1 for
relation prediction since hits@10 for approaches exceeds 95%. All these metrics
are also used in [3,11,12,21].

For each test triplet, the subject of the triplet is replaced by other entities
with predicate in triplet and rank these entities in descending order of scores
calculated by score function in Eq. 5. We also apply the same procedure for the
object of the triplet. We exhibit the mean of those predicted ranks and the
hits@10 which is the proportion of correct entities ranked in the top 10. Country
to expectation, the above metrics may under-estimate when some triplets already
exist in the knowledge graph. In this case, before ranking we may filter out those
triplets because they are true. We denote the first setting as “Raw” and the latter
one as “Filter”

4.2 Experimental Results

Triple Classification
Our goal of this task is to choose the correct triple in the form of (s, p, t) in the
testing set. In the testing sets of WN11 and FB13, there are triple pairs with the
same subject and predicate and different objects. For each pair, the first one is
positive while the other is negative. This is a binary classification task which has
been investigated in [3,12,25]. All algorithms compute a score for each triple,
the score could be used to determine the likelihood of each possible triple. For
each pair, if the first one’s score is greater, then we deem it as the positive one.
The metric adopted for evaluation is accuracy.

Evaluation results on both WN11 and FB13 are displayed in Table 3. From
the table we observe that: (1) Overall, the results on WN11 is better than FB13.
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Table 3. Evaluation results of triple classification(%)

Dataset WN11 FB13

TransE 80.24 81.09

PTransE 79.24 73.32

TransR 80.12 80.20

SimRank 98.86 82.65

PathSim 98.99 80.65

LSCS 99.02 88.17

This is because of the characteristics of data sets. Since all the subjects in FB13
are from people domain, we can not obtain the similarity between objects from
other contexts. For instance, Paris and Marseilles are similar because both of
them are the cities of France. Unfortunately, we could not obtain this infor-
mation in FB13. In contrast, the knowledge is more comprehensive in WN11.
(2) None of TransE, TransR and PTransE can outperform the other kind of
methods based on entity similarity such as Pathsim on the WN11 data set. The
reason behind the phenomenon maybe that methods based on entity similarity
only consider the local knowledge of a triple are more precise than the model
learned from the whole knowledge graph. (3) On FB13, our model significantly
outperforms baseline methods. There are two reasons for this result. Firstly,
local knowledge of a triple is more powerful. Secondly, our entity semantic simi-
larity metric is more effective than SimRank and Pathsim. We not only take into
account their common semantic patterns, but consider their different weights.

Figure 2 shows the accuracy of different relations on FB13 of our model. The
accuracy ranges from 70.86% (gender) to 97.94 % (nationality). We observe
that using local knowledge about subjects and objects based on semantic context
similarity is difficult to predict the gender even though there are only two values
for gender. It is difficult to infer the gender from a person’s local information
(such as nationality, cause of death, profession, ethnicity) in intuition.

Table 4. Results of entity prediction

Metric Mean rank Hits@10(%)

Raw Filter Raw Filter

TransE 147 48 52.80 74.40

PTransE 168 18 53.29 91.44

TransR 178 81 52.14 79.72

SimRank 114 90 55.29 70.35

PathSim 157 90 51.59 77.96

LSCS 154 16 59.74 92.21
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Fig. 2. Comparison of accuracy of different relations on FB13. The number in the
bracket means the size of possible answer set

Entity Prediction

The goal of entity prediction is to predict the missing subject or object for a triple
< s, p, o > which employed in [3,11,12]. This task requires a set of candidate
entities from the knowledge graph for the position of subject or object which is
missing rather than only giving one best result.

In this paper, we utilize the FB15K dataset for this task because of the
abundant relations contained by FB15K. In the testing phase, for each test
triple < s, p, o >, we replace the subject and object entity by those which
have the predicate p but not all entities in the knowledge graph. For exam-
ple, to predict < Catch Me If Y ou Can, starring, Tom Hanks >, we replace
the subject Catch Me If Y ou Can with those subject entities who have a pred-
icate starring, such as, Saving Private Ryan, The Terminal, Forrest Gump,
we do not use such as United States to replace Catch Me If Y ou Can because
United States does not have a relation starring with any entity. Rank all gener-
ated triples in descending order by the prediction scores. We follow [3,11,12] and
use two measures as our evaluation metric: mean rank and hits@10. As described
in [3], the metrics are affected by the triples in knowledge graph. In other word,
we also calculate a score for triples that already exist in the knowledge graph.
The metrics will be under-estimated. Therefore, we filter out all those triples
already hold in knowledge graph before rank and named as “Filter“. The other
one is “Raw”. We calculate the metrics individually.

Table 4 shows the results of entity prediction. According to the results, we
can observe that our model outperforms the other baselines. It implies that local
information provides adequate evidences to infer a triple while the semantic
context similarity is also effective.
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Relation Prediction

Relation prediction aims to predict the relation between two entities. We also
conduct experiment on the FB15K dataset for evaluation. We replace all of
the predicates in the knowledge graph for the given two entities and then rank
them. We adopt mean rank and hits@1 as measures to compare the algorithms.
Experimental results of relation prediction are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Results of relation prediction

Metric Mean rank Hits@1(%)

Raw Filter Raw Filter

TransE 85 85 47.82 58.60

PTransE 2.38 2.13 68.42 93.92

TransR 101 100 34.71 42.35

SimRank 28 7 49.48 53.27

PathSim 31 10 52.77 59.54

LSCS 1.86 1.77 70.42 90.31

Generally, relation prediction is easier than entity prediction because the
number of possible relations is less. Compared with the results of entity predic-
tion in Table 4, the results of relation prediction in Table 5 are better. From the
result we observe that: both PTransE and our model performs the best. Because
the local knowledge plays an import role for prediction and the entities similarity
metric also works of our model. Meanwhile the performance of PTransE is also
very good. That is because PTransE takes into account different paths play a
role for triple prediction.

Parameters Impact of LSCS

LSCS has two parameters that may affect its performance on knowledge graph
completion. One is the parameter α used to balance the weight of common
semantic patterns and the similarity conveyed from neighbors. Intuitively, the
contribution of common semantic pattern is even greater. The other is the para-
meter β used to represent different weight of two directions which means one
direction is to compare s with s′ when < s′, p, o > exists in knowledge graph,
the other is to compare o and o′ when < s, p, o′ > holds in knowledge graph.
We test the impacts of these two parameters on triple classification task on both
WN11 and FB13 dataset. According to the results in Figs. 3 and 4, we may
observe that the parameter α and β affects the performance on the two datasets
differently. This is also reasonable because the characteristics are different for
the two datasets.

In Fig. 3, when α = 0.95 the performance reaches the best on FB13. When
α = 1, we notice that the performance is worse than α = 0.95. This prove that
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Fig. 3. The impacts of the parameter α Fig. 4. The impacts of the parameter β

the similarity conveyed from the similar neighbors also plays a little role. For
WN11 Dataset, the value of α has little influence on the performance.

From the Fig. 4, we observe that the larger of β the performance is better
for FB13 dataset. Since the subject entities in FB13 are only from people domain,
and all the predicates are about people, such as gender, nationality,
cause of death. The contribution of similarity between s and s′ when < s′, p, o >
holds is more important. For WN11 dataset, the value of β has little influence
on the performance. Generally speaking, two directions are essential to the per-
formance while the direction weight distribution has little effect. To sum up, the
weight of two directions is equal, that is β = 0.5.

4.3 Example of Reasoning

We have observed that our model achieves good performance for knowledge
graph completion through the experiments. In this part, we exhibit one example
of our model.

Fig. 5. A reasoning example in FB13
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As shown in Fig. 5, to predict < Albert einstein, nationality, Switzerland >,
we notice that mileva maric whose nationality is switzerland has a strong
similarity with albert einstein which increase the likelihood of the triple. We
can regard mileva maric as an evidence to infer the likelihood of the triple
< Albert einstein, nationality, Switzerland > exists in knowledge graph. The
more similar between albert einstein and mileva maric, the more likelihood of
the triple.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an approach to complete knowledge graphs, which only
considers the local knowledge related to the subjects and objects in the knowl-
edge graph. Unlike existing methods, our model is based on the similarity deter-
mined by the semantic contexts between entities to infer the likelihood of a triple.
In experiments, we evaluate our models on three tasks including triple classifica-
tion, entity prediction and relation prediction. Experiment results demonstrate
that our model achieves significant improvements compared to TransE, TransR
and PTransE as well as other entity similarity measures such as SimRank and
Pathsim.
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